PRODUCT NAME: Extreme Dress-it®

PART #: 61, 61-5, 61-55

PACKAGE: Gallon, 5 Gallon, 55 Gallon

PRODUCT CATEGORY: Dressings & Protectants – Water Based

COLOR: Milky White

SCENT: Banana

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Extreme Dress-It® is the thickest dressing from Auto Magic®. This VOC compliant, water-based silicone dressing is ideal for tires, exterior molding, rubber, and vinyl trim. Super-thick formula helps to avoid product tire “sling”. Works great as an interior dressing as well. Provides high gloss while restoring original beauty. Concentrated formula can be easily diluted for economical use. Great banana scent!

DILUTION RATIO:
- High Gloss Applications: Ready to Use
- Economical Tire Dressing: dilute 1:1 with water.
- Interior and Engine Dressing: dilute 1:4 with water.

DIRECTIONS:
Apply to the surface with an applicator or paint brush. For a high-gloss finish, apply directly, and then allow to dry. For a semi-gloss finish, apply, and then wipe evenly with a clean dry cloth.

SURFACE APPLICATIONS:
For use on all tires, exterior molding, rubber, and non-painted vinyl trim. Also works effective on interior hard surface plastic and vinyl. Works safe and effective on renewing engine appearance.

HELPFUL TIPS:
Use a damp towel to clean any residue on unwanted areas. Apply to tires evenly. Allow tires to dry before driving to further help avoid product “sling”.

SAFETY & HANDLING:
Safety Data Sheets can found online at automagic.com